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The green pass requirement for school staff and adult students continues to be discussed, with 

principals asking for new hires and the autonomous union Anief launching a collection of signatures 

against the government's decision. And Commissioner   

Figliuolo wants to speed up the vaccination of pupils  
Among the first to ask for the mandatory vaccination for school staff, the president of the National 

Principals Association, Antonello Giannelli, is not worried about the pecuniary penalties, from 400 to 

one thousand euros, for school managers who will not check the green pass of the staff. "Consequence 

of the violation of an obligation is the sanction, it also happens for those who fail to monitor the 

smoking ban or to promptly transmit the report of accidents at work to Inail  

 - commented Giannelli -. It worries me more that school administrators do not have the necessary 

human resources at their disposal, I am referring to the secretarial staff and middle managers, 

indispensable to carry out the increasingly numerous commitments ».   

The president of the PNA asks for "an extra unit of staff for 

each school" and "a database to make it possible to know 

who is not in possession of the green pass". In practice, for 

Giannelli "resources are needed to hire 8 thousand people 

in the school secretariats: we have to go from words to 

deeds".The autonomous union   

Anief flu posters, which launched an online petition signed 

by more than 65,000 people in two days, is opposed to the  

vaccination obligation and the related penalties for evading people. "It is one thing to promote 

vaccination and another to impose sanctions on workers - recalls President Marcello Pacifico -.   

 Previously they were paid for work now they should pay a tampon to work in places that would 

continue to be sources of contagion due to lack of physical distancing and with unvaccinated pupils 

".Precisely to speed up the vaccination campaign of students  

 (currently 76.88% of children between 12 and 15 years and 45.73% of young people between 16 and 19 

years are awaiting the first dose), the commissioner of the emergency, General Francesco Paolo 

Figliuolo, thinks of "preferential lanes without reservations" to be activated in the vaccination hubs 

"after August 15", with the aim of reaching 60% of immunized by the beginning of the new school year.   

"We will do it all over Italy - announces the general -. The president reassured me and with the director 

general of health they worked out an excellent plan ». For Figliuolo, however, we must "continue to 

think about the over 50s because it is a category that needs to increase the number of vaccinated 

people and today remains more at risk with the variants".  

 For a "rethinking" of the decree on the obligation to have a green certificate at school, it is the  



Undersecretary of Education, Rossano Sasso. «Net of the percentages of workers who have been 

vaccinated and which will certainly be over 90% by the end of August, a political reflection on the 

taxation nature of the law is needed - comments Sasso -.   

 Are we sure that suspending teachers without a green pass and leaving them without a salary is the 

right move? Are we really sure that school managers with all the work they normally have, which is 

already considerably burdened by the pandemic flu posters, have the means and men to become 

vigilante too, on pain of being sanctioned too?  

".  

The Undersecretary for Education, Barbara Floridia, speaks of 

"persistence", referring to the sanctions for personnel, but she is "in 

favor of the green pass and also of the fact that measures must be 

taken for failure to control or for the absence of the green pass". But 

no administrative sanctions. "  

There are many methods  
 - explains the M5s exponent -. It is really too much to suspend the teachers and the Ata staff and take 

away the salary of those who after five days do not present the green pass ».Meanwhile, in view of the 

restart in September, the Ministry of Education yesterday published a Notice of 270 million euros: 200 

for light building interventions in schools and 70 for the rental of educational spaces to ensure 

distancing in the classroom.  

 For this reason, the greatest resources will be allocated to local authorities which have schools with the 

highest number of pupils. "Allowing people to return to school in the presence and in safety is a priority 

objective of the government - declares the Minister of Education, Patrizio Bianchi - flu posters.   

Looking at the numbers, since February we have allocated over 3.1 billion to local authorities for school 

buildings and allocated over 2 billion to recovery in safety. Together with the 400 million allocated by 

the support decree bis for the temporary assignments of Ata and teaching staff, in particular for the 

enhancement of learning, the resources for the spaces represent a further step in the direction of a 

recovery in the presence and in safety ", concludes the minister.  
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